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INTRODUCTION
Suresh Gyan Vihar University, Jaipur organised a three days Convention on Climate Change and
Water, at University Campus, Jaipur, (SGVUC3W-2012) on 10-12th Oct, 2012. Over the past 10
years, the issue of changes in climatic conditions around the world has become a major focus in the
international debate on environment and development. There is mounting evidence that our climate is
changing and will continue to change for the foreseeable future. It has to be assessed, adapted and
mitigated by overall efforts.
The objective of the convention was to bring together – experts, stakeholder’s, academicians,
researchers, scientists, government officers, entrepreneurs, innovators, practitioners, livelihood
activists, opinion leaders and spirited individuals collectively to a platform for scientific, social,
economical and political deliberations and interactions.
The focus of the convention was on following areas –
• Climate Change Assessment
• Climate change impacts assessment
• Climate change Adaptation & Mitigation measures
• Role of innovative Technology & Infrastructure in climate change adaptation and mitigation
• Green Technologies & Green Chemistry
• Agriculture and food security in climate change scenario: Assessment, Impact and
Mitigations
• Green Energy and Renewable energy
• Bio-fuel and other alternative energies
• Health & Climate change: Assessment Impact and mitigations
• Sustainable development
• Green House Gas (GHS) Emission issues
• Carbon emission reduction schemes
• Clean development mechanism
• Achievements and failures of Rio+20
• Diplomatic stand of BASIC and NON-BASIC countries on GHS reduction and Climate
change.
• Benefits of the Climate Change
• Climate Change and development policy
• Green Economy
• Water and Climate change. Global, Regional and Local Scenario
• Indian water scenario and River interlinking: Past and future
Inaugural Session
The convention was inaugurated by renowned Social Activitist Hon’ble Ms Medha Patkar
accompanied by Hon’ble Dr. S.N. Subbarao Ji. The convention commenced at 8:30 am, on 10th
October 2012 with a Joint Leg Race with the Theme of Convention Act Today Save Tomorrow. It
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was followed by lightening of the lamp by all dignitaries on the dais seeking blessings of the almighty
in form of prayer. Immediately after which the Hon’ble Chief Mentor SGVU, . Sudhanshu gave a
curtain raiser address to introduce the aims and objectives of SGVU-C3W. He introduced SGVU
C3W as an effort by which University wishes to technically, scientifically and socially contribute to
climate change research. He informed the audience of the plenary/ technical session, various panel
discussions, and other activities expected in convention. He expressed that SGVU-C3W may evolve
as an international platform for all concerned scientist, technocrats, corporate and social activists to
come together, discuss, deliberate, interact and lead to applications and policies for years to come.
Hon’ble Chairperson SGVU, Shri Sunil Sharma extended his warm welcome to the dignitaries, guest,
resource persons and participants. He elaborated on the need of awareness, education and research in
sustainability as the need of the hour. He also expressed that the university is committed to Ms Medha
Patkar emphasized on the utilization of resources with sustainability and motivated for practical
implementation of ideas of such conventions. Dr. S.N. Subba Rao highlighted on the need of using the
natural resources judiciously. Organising Chairman, Prof.T.K. Jain gave the vote of thanks.

The convention was participated by around 1000 persons with various backgrounds, both within
different academic disciplines as well as in other organisations. It was also a multicultural conference
with participants from different of the country. Apart from the major segment on Technical/ Scientific
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session which were divided in Seven Major Symposium where approx 42 Lectures on various
scientific disciplines relating to climate changes were fruitfully deliberated, around 10 important panel
discussions were held, also around 200 scientific papers from various students and researchers were
received and published as Abstract book.
The inaugural session was followed by seven technical sessions spread over three days and chaired by
luminaries from the field of climate change, water and allied sciences.
TECHNICAL SESSION-I (DAY-1)
The first technical session was based on “Climate Change; Assessment, Adaptation And Mitigation”.
The session was chaired by Dr MS Rathore. The invited speakers were Dr. Vyestti Balram, Dr. MM
Saxena, Dr. Rajesh Sharma.
1. Dr.Vysetti Balaram, Chief Scientist & Head, Geochemistry Group, National Geophysical
Research Institute (Council of Scientific & Industrial Research) Hyderabad delivered a talk on
“Tackling Climate Change and Global Warming” which takes the meaning of climate forcing;
include such processes as variations in solar radiation, deviations in the Earth's orbit, mountainbuilding, continental drift, and changes in greenhouse gas concentrations.
2. Dr M.M. Saxena, Professor & Head of Department of Environmental Science & Dean, Faculty
of Science, Maharaja Ganga Singh University, Bikaner, India delivered a talk on “Climate
change vis-à-vis abreactions in biological clock and diversity”.
3. Dr Rajesh Sharma, Scientist ‘F’ of Wadia Institute of Himalayan Geology, talked about how
ore forming fluids, mineral phase chemistry and isotopic studies can contribute to climate change
research.
TECHNICAL SESSION-II (DAY-1)
The Technical Session II was based on “Climate change and Water crisis” and chaired by Dr. UB
Mathur. The other invited speakers were Dr. Brij Gopal, Dr. Rashmi Sanghi, Prof. AK Sinha, Prof.
Dr. KK Singh and Dr. Mrs. Indira Sudhir Joshi.
1. Prof. Brij Gopal, Former Professor of Environmental Science at the Jawaharlal Nehru
University, New Delhi, gave an elaboration on
‘‘Climate Change and Water Resources
Management’’, He highlighted the points about changes in earth climate and also about stressed
water resources due to the increasing and competing demands for diverse human needs.
2. Dr. Rashmi Sanghi, form IIT Kanpur is associated with the ‘Ganga River Basin Environment
Management Plan’ She enlightened the session on “Ganga water and the quest for sustainable
development”. She talked about the influence of discharge of untreated municipal and industrial
waste waters and effluents directly to the Ganga.
3. Dr. A.K. Sinha, from University of Rajasthan, Jaipur delivered a presentation on “Adapting
Consequences of Climate Change in Water Sector with reference to Rajasthan, India”.
4. Prof. Dr. K.K. Singh, Research Scientist, Bikaner, talked about “Toxicity of Nitrate and Fluoride
in underground waters of Rajasthan”.
5. Dr. (Smt.) Indira S. Josh, Scientist D in Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology, Pune,
delivered her presentation on “Climate change impacts on weather events, droughts, Floods and
crop pattern changes”, She told that Climate change is a threat to mankind. Since the end of the
19th century the earth's average surface temperature has increased by 0.3-0.6 °C and also some
important aspects of our lives can be affected through changes in weather patterns which effecting
agriculture, weather, sea level and many others.
The poster Session-I began simultaneously after this session. Dinner at the convention venue was
preceded by cultural programme.
TECHNICAL SESSION-III ( DAY-1)
The session was focused on Green Economy Session Chairman Dr. K.K. Singh, Special Invitees
(Guest of Honour : MLA Sri Devi Singh ji Bhati, Nirmal Bardia, Shubhu Patwa ji and Arvind Ojha)
The Keynote Speaker was Prof. Ananta Giri. The session ended with Oral presentations from
scholars.
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TECHNICAL SESSION-V (DAY-2)
The session was based on Green Energy and Green Technologies. The session was chaired by Prof.
S.C.Kaushik, Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi and invited speakers were Prof. N.D.Kaushik,
Prof. G.D. Sharma, Prof. Prabha Dashora, Prof. S.C.Kaushik, Prof. Raj Singh
1. Prof. N.D.Kaushik, Director, World College of Technology & Management, Gurgoan, ExProfessor Center of Energy, Studies, Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi. He delivered a talk on
“Status of solar thermal power generation”
2. Prof. G.D. Sharma, Professor, Department of Physics, JNV University, Jodhpur, presently
Director, Jaipur Engineering College. He provided informative points about “Pathways to new
materials and technologies of efficient organic solar cells fundamentals and current status”.
3. Prof. Prabha Dashora, Professor of Physics, Director, Non-Conventional Energy Sources,
Department of Physics, University of Rajasthan, Jaipur. She delivered a talk on “Solar Energy:
The Most Promising Green Energy Resource for Cooking and Water Heating applications”.
4. Dr.P.B.L.Chaurasia, Dean-Engineering, Gyan Vihar University, Jagatpura, Jaipur. He delivered
a lecture on “Solar power generation based on fuel cell - Upcoming new technology”.
5. Prof. S.C.Kaushik, Professor, Centre of Energy Studies, Indian Institute of Technology.He
delivered lecture on “Alternative Solar Cooling Technology: An overview”.
6. Prof. Raj Singh, Vice-Chancellor, Ansal University, Gurgoan. He delivered on “Green energy:
Hard social thinking versus scientific achievements”.
The poster session II began simultaneously after this session. Dinner at the convention venue was
preceded by cultural programme.
TECHNICAL SESSION-VI (DAY-3)
On day 3, Technical session was chaired by Prof. R.K. Sharma who also delivered a lecture. Other
invited speakers were: Prof. R.V. Singh, Prof. I.K. Sharma, Prof. S.K. Sharma, Dr. Ragini Gupta.
1. Prof. R.K. Sharma, Honorary Secretary Royal Society of Chemistry (London), Green Chemistry
Network, Department of Chemistry, University of Delhi delivered a lecture on Green Chemistry
for a Sustainable future. And emphasise that Green Chemistry represents the fundamental
building block of sustainability. We strive to develop new technologies yet often fail to consider
the environmental impact of our work and also enlighten that the Academic Community has to
adopt Green Chemistry and Green Chemical Technology and their philosophy to be infused in
Education and Research.He elaborated in his lecture about the history, present status and future
prospective of Green Chemistry. He also highlighted that how green chemistry would contribute
to eco friendly processes and products.
2. Prof. R.V. Singh, Prof and Head, Chemistry, University of Rajasthan delivered a lecture on
Industrial applications of Green Chemistry and emphasized the need of green chemistry in Indian
industries.
3. Prof. I.K. Sharma, Department of Chemistry, University of Rajasthan delivered a lecture on
various biocatalysts and their role in environment. How we can use biocatalyst in green chemistry
and reduce the bio-burden through green chemistry. He also elaborated the various uses of
enzyme and various types of green chemistry.
4. Prof. S.K. Sharma, Professor and Head, Department of Chemistry, JECRC University delivered
a lecture on ‘Green Chemistry Education: Initiatives, Opportunities and Challenges’. He stated
that Green Chemistry (GC) is more than two decades old philosophy, which is now in front line of
chemistry related research and publications worldwide and also people are now becoming more
and more familiar with this new stream, much interested to know more about it and trying to
correlate their researchers with Green chemistry’s principles.
5. Dr Ragini Gupta, Head of Department Chemistry, MNIT, and Jaipur elaborated on
Mechanochemistry Greening Organic Synthesis. She elaborated the principles and applications of
green organic synthesis.
TECHNICAL SESSION-VII ( DAY-3)
Technical Session VI and VII were concurrent sessions. Technical session VII was focussed on Green
Economy was participated by Mr. Varun Arya , Director Aravali Institute of Mgmt. Jodhpur, Mr.
Somesh – Chinmay Mission, Prof. Raghuvir Singh , Director J.K.School of business and Prof. K.K.
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Sharma. In this session, eminent speakers shared their views and experience on “Green Economy”
through case study & Business Plan.
1. Mr. Varun Arya extended his views and delivered lecture on “extremely saline wasteland to
Green Campus – The transformation”. He guided students and faculty members through some real
stories like – How desert transformed into green Landscape? How unproductive land become
productive – through process like plantation, water harvesting, English babool problem etc.
2. Mr. Somesh represented the Chinmay Mission which is a spiritual organization. He shared his
views on transforming Indians to transform India. Mission Motto is “To give maximum happiness
to maximum people”.
3. Prof.Raghuvir Singh is associated with ITC Ltd. Shared his views as how ITC’s has taken
initiative in women’s empowerment, ITC’s e-choupal – world’s largest riral digital infrastruction,
ITC hotel – The world’s greenest luxury hotel chain – creating wealth out of waste.
4. Prof. K.K. Sharma presented his views on “Green economy & corporate responsibility” To take
local issues – coastal cleaning, erosion, water harvesting, reforestation etc.
Afterwards, students presented their business plans and case study presentation on topic like:Pollution: causes & consequences, Eco tourism, Business plan – on the concept of green environment
etc.
Round Table Conference on Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
The third day of C3W held at SGVU saw a mesmerizing discussion based on the topic CSR activities
in the form of a round table conference. High profile dignitaries who attended the session were:1. Mr. Deepak Agarwal
2. Mr. Mahendra S.Soni
3. Mr. Varun Arya
4. Mr. Raghubir Singh
5. Mr. Kamal Kishore Sharma
6. Mr. Purnima Rao Mandel
7. Mr. Pankaj Fuloria
8. Mr. Somesh Bhargava
9. Mr. Mukesh Mathur
The session was opened at 12.00PM Mr. Raghubir Singh with the statement “Have a dream, not a day
dream”. It was aheaded by Mr. Kamal by coming to a discussion that “We cannot have a pollution
free environment”. He enlighted the panel about “Antroprogenic Activities”. The next topic of
interest was about “The carbon foot printing and its impact while designing new process and products
by Mr. Pankaj Fuloria”.
Ms. Poornima Rao Mandel, an activist from Rajasthan Financial department talked about the tribes
and how they actually are the people sustain the environment. She said about how the government of
India is working on various programmes based on upliftment of tribes by training them on sustainable
we of natural recourses.
Than Mr. Mukesh Mathur opposed the panel with his views that corporate today is looking more for
quantity rather than quality in terms of CSR. Private firms perform CSR only for mileage and not for
societal benefits.
Mr. Somesh Bhargava took the discussion about missing spiritual values in our system 7 hence
failing to incorporate an effective CSR system.
Mr. Varun Arya supported the point an mileage and put forward the idea that problem happens
because of misuse and abuse. He proposed that CSR today is treated as a profitable act and used as a
business model rather than a societal model.
After the entire discussion the panel came to a ten point conclusion model that will be treated as a
declaration.
1. Initiating CSR is important
2. Part of Society must be benefitted from CSR
3. It has to the enforced by corporate/ industry associates and not by law.
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4. The nodal department should headed by a person of statue and not empowered.
5. Top down approach should be followed
6. CSR has to be seen as a societal module must be a sustainable model and it should not be
seen as a business model.
7. It should be followed up , to scale it up.
8. CSR should be audited.
9. Start teaching about CSR from beginning – conditioning young mind.
10. Govt. should re-visit its role & responsibility.
Various Panel Discussions carried as follows1. ETV conducted its important deliberation Janmanch through the platform of SGVU-C3W, which
was participated by Ms. Medha Patekar, Shri S.N.Subba Rao Ji, and Mayor Mrs. Jyoti
Khandelwal, ruling Party spokesperson, Ms Richa Sharma, Shri P.N. Mandola, Eminent
Environment and Advocate Mr. Bhandari.The issues of Climate Change and Water crisis were
discussed and people from different disciplines raised the issues and interactively solutions were
discussed.( Day1)
2. Another Panel on Impact of Human Activities on Nature – Challenges & Possibilities was
participated by: Justice Pana Chand Jain Ji, Mr. Sawai Singh Ji, Gandhian Thinker and Social
Activist, Prof. Ananta Kumar Giri, Madras Institute of Development Studies, Chennai, Mr.
Shyam Agarwal, Green Building concept and Sri Narhari Sharma, IAS, Registrar, SGVU.The
Panel concluded that there should be a new living agenda – where we evolve a loving relationship
with nature, animals, and other living beings. We should strive for a higher level of development.
The earlier policies were environment friendly and we have to again evolve similar policies.
Water recycling and other technologies are in this direction. (Day1)
3. Another Important Panel discussion was Impact on Human Activities on Nature – Challenges
& Possibilities, participated by: Sri Sunil Sharma, Chairman, SGVU, Justice V.S.Dave, Mr.
Girdhar Sharma, IAS, Dr. Nityanand, Scientist, Ms. Kavita Srivastava, Social activist, Mr. Arvind
Ojha, General Secretary of Urmul Trust Bikaner and Social activist and Mr. Jairam Darva, Veer
Chakra recipient for Kargil war and raising voice for environment The Panel concluded that we
must differentiate between greed and need. There is no end to greed. Last 11 years have been the
hottest years in the last 200 years. Thus we must create green technology. The students of Gyan
Vihar should take a lead in this matter. The policies of the Government should focus on inclusive
growth. (Day2)
4. A Panel discussion on Environment and Water was participated by Mrs.( Dr) Indira Sudhir
Joshi – Senior Scientist at IITM (PUNE), Dr. Prof. M.S.Rathore – Scientist, Shri Om Thanvi –
Senior Editor (at Jan Sava Indian Express Group), Dr. (Major) Himanshu – Social Activity
Currently Runs a NGO , Dr. Sudhashu – Chief Mentor – SGVU. All the key note speakers have
presented/ share views on how significantly the climate is changing, the importance of water in
human life. The discussion continued with their speeches on how to save water & climate, what
are the measures taken for saving water & climate and utilize water properly. They also discussed
about the harmful effects that is causing to the climate change, security of water, its impact. The
panel elaborated on how human activities are harming the climate and how people can come
forward to save water and climate. (Day 3)
5. A panel discussion on Present Ground Water Scenario of Jaipur – EMERGING ISSUES was
participated by Dr Mahender Mehta, Retd. Commissioner, Ministry of Water Resources, Govt. Of
India; presently working as Technical Member; EU-SPP Project, Dr. Yogesh Sharma,
Superintendent Hydro geologist and Nodal Officer for artificial Recharge, State Govt. Water
Department, Rajasthan. Dr Vinay Bhardwaj, Area Hydro geologist & Artificial Recharge Expert,
GWD, Jaipur and Dr Vivek Sukheja.The panel concluded that there is a myth that the ground
water is never going to end. The replenishment of ground water by natural cycle is much less than
the consumption. We must understand the importance of conservation of water and should
welcome and adopt novel means of water conservation.
VALEDICTORY SESSION
The convention ended with the valedictory function that was graced by Shri Rajender Singh Ji
(Waterman) as Chief Guest. The Session commenced with a 5 minutes documentary prepared by I
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Tech Community, SGVU on the glimpses of SGVU-C3W 2012, followed by a convention report on
all activities by Chair, technical sessions, Dr Ritu M Gilhotra. The session was thereafter addressed by
Chief Mentor, Dr Sudhanshu Ji who elaborated on significant achievements and fruitful deliberations
that occurred during the convention. Chief Guest Shri Rajender Singh Ji expressed his pleasure to see
the University effort to promote Science with Sense and encouraged and appreciated the whole event
for its essence. Hon’ble Chairperson, Shri Sunil Sharma Ji, concluded the session with his blessings
and set new dimensions and goals for SGVU-C3W 2013. Prof. Dr. T.K. Jain, the Organising
Chairman gave vote of thanks. The session concluded with the National Anthem.
The convention brought together a galaxy of subject expert to deliberate on and arrive at models for
better management for preserving Ecosystem, resources and adopting novel environment friendly
processes to fight back climate change and water crisis.
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